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SUMMARY
Signal termination in two-component systems occurs by loss of the phosphoryl group from the
response regulator protein. This review explores our current understanding of the structures, catalytic
mechanisms and means of regulation of the known families of phosphatases that catalyze response
regulator dephosphorylation. The CheZ and CheC/CheX/FliY families, despite different overall
structures, employ identical catalytic strategies using an amide side chain to orient a water molecule
for in-line attack of the aspartyl phosphate. Spo0E phosphatases contain sequence and structural
features that suggest a strategy similar to the chemotaxis phosphatases but the mechanism used by
the Rap phosphatases is not yet elucidated. Identification of features shared by phosphatase families
may aid in identification of currently unrecognized classes of response regulator phosphatases.

Introduction
An essential component of any signal transduction system is control of the longevity of the
cellular response to a stimulus. The lifetime of the output signaling molecule must be long
enough for an effective response but timely signal termination is necessary for the cell to adjust
its behavior as conditions change. In two-component systems, detection of a stimulus controls
the autophosphorylation of a histidyl residue on a sensor kinase protein. The phosphoryl group
is subsequently transferred to an aspartyl residue on the receiver domain of a partner response
regulator, which activates the response regulator to execute the cellular response [1,2]. Signal
termination involves hydrolysis of the phosphoryl group and return of the response regulator
to its unactivated state.

Response regulators contain highly conserved active site geometries centered around the the
aspartate residue that undergoes phosphorylation. Hydrolysis of the aspartyl phosphate
involves attack of a nucleophilic water molecule on the phosphorous atom with the aspartic
acid carboxylate as a leaving group [3]. Phosphorous substitution reactions generally proceed
through an in-line mechanism so that the nucleophile attacks from a position colinear with the
phosphorus atom and leaving group. A model for the proposed bipyramidal transition state
[4,5] for response regulator aspartyl phosphate hydrolysis is shown in Figure 1. For response
regulator self-catalyzed dephosphorylation, an active site Mg2+ mediates catalysis [6] and is
aided by conserved threonine/serine [7] and lysine [4] residues, perhaps by transition state
stabilization (Figure 1a).
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Although the response regulator active site provides some catalysis for its own
dephosphorylation, in many cases, response regulator dephosphorylation largely occurs
through catalysis by another protein. Some sensor kinases possess phosphatase activity towards
their response regulator [1,8,9]. Alternatively, dephosphorylation of response regulators may
be catalyzed by an auxiliary phosphatase, the topic of this review. To date, four different classes
of auxiliary phosphatases have been identified– CheZ, CheC/CheX/FliY, Spo0E, and Rap. The
classes have been characterized to different extents with detailed structural mechanisms now
available for CheZ and CheC/CheX/FliY. Evidence so far suggests that despite different
topologies, phosphatases from different classes may use similar strategies to catalyze response
regulator dephosphorylation.

CheZ structure and catalytic mechanism
CheZ is probably the best characterized of the response regulator phosphatases, a consequence
of its involvement in the well studied E. coli chemotaxis pathway [10,11]. CheZ catalyzes the
dephosphorylation of CheY, the response regulator that binds to the flagellar switch to control
swimming behavior. The CheZ family is found in the α, β/γ, δ, and ε classes of proteobacteria
[12].

CheZ is a homodimer with a multidomain structure (Figure 2a, [13]). A long four-helix bundle
comprised of a helical hairpin from each CheZ chain contains (by symmetry) two catalytic
surfaces. Extending from the base of the four-helix bundle are two (one from each monomer)
32-residue linkers followed by a short C-terminal helix (‘C-helix’) [14–16]. The symmetry of
the CheZ dimer confers two identical binding sites for phosphorylated CheY (CheYp) and each
CheYp interacts with two separate regions of CheZ. The surface of CheYp containing the
aspartyl phosphate interacts with the CheZ catalytic surface and the α4β5α5 surface of CheYp
binds the CheZ C-helix [13,15,16]. In the absence of CheYp, the linker/C-helix are highly
mobile [17]. Because CheYp displays appreciable (~2 μM) affinity for the isolated C-helix
peptide [16,18] whereas CheYp interaction with the four-helix bundle is undetectable [13,
14], CheYp probably binds first to the CheZ C-helix. This may serve to increase the local
concentration of CheYp so that interaction with the CheZ catalytic surface rapidly ensues.

In the E. coli CheZ·CheY·BeF3
−·Mg2+ complex, CheZ Asp143 and Gln147, within a conserved

(-DXXXQ-) motif on the catalytic surface, insert into the active site of CheY. Asp143 forms
a salt bridge with the conserved CheY active site lysine and Gln147 is oriented towards the
BeF3

− group. The Gln147 amide nitrogen is in the appropriate position to form a hydrogen
bond with a water molecule that is positioned for in-line attack of the phosphorous atom (Figure
2a,c). Orientation of a hydrolytic water molecule by a glutamine residue is the mechanism by
which GAP proteins stimulate activity in Ras-like GTPases [19]. Thus, CheZ works by
providing an additional functional group to further stimulate the reaction mechanism already
in place for CheY autodephosphorylation (Figure 1b). Using this mechanism, CheZ enhances
the rate of CheY autodephosphorylation by a factor of about 100 [20].

Regulation of CheZ activity
Plots of CheZ activity versus CheYp concentration are sigmoidal, indicating positive
cooperativity [20,21]. Thus CheZ activity is suppressed at low CheYp levels, which could
serve as a mechanism to keep intracellular CheYp levels from getting too low. The positive
cooperativity is consistent with differential binding affinities of CheYp for the two active sites
on the CheZ dimer [20], but the structural basis for the cooperativity is not known. CheZ
mutants that exhibit a gain-of-function phenotype cluster on the lower half of the four helix
bundle [22] and several representatives of this class eliminate positive cooperativity without
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significantly changing kcat [20,21]. This suggests that cooperativity is mediated by interactions
at the base of the bundle or the linkers that emanate from this region.

There is growing evidence that cellular localization plays a role in regulation of CheZ activity.
In E. coli, a subpopulation of CheZ is associated with the transmembrane complex composed
of chemoreceptors, the CheA sensor kinase, and the CheW scaffolding protein [23,24]. CheZ
localization is mediated by interaction between the hairpin end of the four-helix bundle (Figure
2a) and an exposed hydrophobic helix of CheA-short (CheAs)- a truncated version of CheA
[25–27]. Association of CheZ with CheAs increases CheZ phosphatase activity by two to three-
fold [28]. Binding between relevant fragments of CheAs and CheZ results in NMR chemical
shift perturbations that propagate down the CheZ four-helix bundle to the catalytic site,
providing a possible structural explanation for CheZ activation by CheAs [25]. Clustering of
CheZ at the cell poles results in a homogenous concentration of CheYp across the length of
the cell [29,30] which may be important in synchronization of the rotational direction of
flagellar motors.

CheC/CheX/FliY structure and catalytic mechanism
The CheC/CheX/FliY family spans diverse phyla within Archaea and Bacteria and contains
members that are predicted to operate in two-component systems other than chemotaxis
(http://mistdb.com/[31]). CheC/CheX/FliY sequences contain an internal two-fold pseudo-
symmetry that is reflected in the overall α/β globular fold (Figure 2b,[32,33]). The folds for
Thermotoga maritima CheC and CheX are distinguished from each other by two secondary
structural elements that form α-helices in CheC and shorter β-strands in CheX [32]. The
additional β-strands in CheX help mediate interactions with a partner chain, so CheC is
monomeric and CheX forms a stable homodimer [32,34]. However, the Borrelia burgdorferi
CheX dimer dissociates upon binding CheY3 (one of three CheYs encoded in the B.
burgdorferi genome) complexed with BeF3

− [35].

The conserved domain that defines the CheC/CheX/FliY family is related to a domain within
FliM, the flagellar switch protein to which CheYp binds to control cell swimming behavior
[32,36,37]. CheX and CheC contain only the conserved domain. In FliY, however, the
conserved domain is flanked by two other domains, as in FliM. A C-terminal domain mediates
association with the flagellar switch apparatus [38] and a short N-terminal peptide is connected
to the central conserved domain via a linker. In FliM, the peptide interacts with the α4β5α5
surface on CheYp [16,39], analogous to the C-helix in CheZ. Removal of the linker and N-
helix reduces FliY binding to CheYp [38] so it is probable that FliY uses this additional peptide
to enhance substrate binding much like described above for the C-helix of CheZ.

A conserved (-EXXN-) motif is present twice in CheC and FliY, due to the sequence symmetry,
but the N-terminal copy is absent, either by truncation or mutation, in CheX. The conserved
Glu and Asn within the motif are separated by a single turn on an alpha helix [32]. The crystal
structure of the complex between B. burgdorferi CheX and CheY3·BeF3

−·Mg2+ [35] showed
that the CheX Glu96 carboxylate forms a salt bridge with the CheY3 active site lysine and the
CheX Asn99 amide forms a hydrogen bond with an ordered water molecule that is positioned
for nucleophilic attack. A CheY3 active site threonine residue- Thr81- (distinct from the
conserved threonine/serine) also interacts with the water molecule. Therefore, CheX appears
to operate much like CheZ. An acid residue (Glu in CheX, Asp in CheZ) forms a critical salt
bridge with the CheY3 conserved active site lysine. An amide residue (Asn in CheX, Gln in
CheZ) acts to orient a hydrolytic water for in-line nucleophilic attack of the phosphoryl group
(Figure 1b). This mechanism is supported by functional analysis of mutant CheC and CheX
proteins from several species [32,40,41].
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That CheX and CheZ work by nearly identical mechanisms is evident when overlaying the
active sites from the co-crystal structures with CheY substrates (Figure 2c). The functional
atoms from the CheX and CheZ side chains (the carboxylate oxygen from the acid residue and
the amide nitrogen from the amide residue) are in nearly identical positions with respect to the
CheY active site. However, the helices that bear the acid/amide pair on CheX and CheZ are
oriented at about a 75° angle with respect to each other. This is an elegant example of
“mechanistic” convergent evolution [42,43] as CheX and CheZ execute the same catalytic
strategy with distinct structural solutions. Though the catalytic acid and amide are separated
by a single helical turn in both proteins, they are separated by two residues in CheX and by
three residues in CheZ. By orienting the helix that bears these residues differentially with
respect to CheY and by varying the side chain length of the essential residues, the functional
atoms end up in virtually identical locations. The mechanism described above should be
applicable to the entire CheC/CheX/FliY family. Protein docking analysis predicts that CheYp
could interact with both active sites in CheC and FliY without steric clash [35].

Activation of CheC by CheD
CheCs are phylogentically divided into three subclasses [31]. Class I CheCs are often co-
translated with CheD, a deamidase that modifies receptors for chemotactic adaptation [11].
Class I CheCs derived from T. maritima or Bacillus subtilis exhibit lower phosphatase activity
than CheX [32] or FliY [40] derived from the same species, but the activity of CheC is enhanced
by binding CheD [32,33,40]. CheC interacts with CheD via one of the alpha helices that
distinguishes CheC from CheX [44] but the mechanism of CheC activation by CheD is not
known. CheD may act as an allosteric effector as its binding surface on CheC is removed from
both CheYp binding surfaces [35]. Regulatory mechanisms have not yet been identified for
CheX or FliY.

Sporulation
Initiation of endospore formation in B. subtilis and other gram positive bacteria is controlled
by a phosphorelay that involves two response regulators, Spo0F and Spo0A [45]. Spo0F is the
initial recipient of a phosphoryl group from any of a set of sensor kinases. The phosphoryl
group is then transferred from Spo0F to a histidine residue of a histidyl phosphotransferase
(Spo0B) and finally to Spo0A, a transcriptional activator of sporulation genes. Two families
of response regulator phosphatases were identified by their activities as negative regulators of
sporulation [46,47]. Spo0E phosphatases catalyze the dephosphorylation of Spo0A [48]
whereas Rap phosphatases catalyze the dephosphorylation of Spo0F [46].

Spo0E phosphatases
Members of the Spo0E family are present primarily in the Bacillales and Clostridia classes
within firmicutes [49]. Within the Bacillus family, genomes commonly encode three or four
Spo0E family proteins, one of which carries the Spo0E namesake [49,50]. Spo0E proteins are
small (50–150 residues) and many contain a conserved -SQELD- sequence motif [50]. NMR
structures have been determined for two Spo0E family members from Bacillus anthracis:
BA5174, which contains the –SQELD- sequence and BA1655, which instead contains a –
SRDLD- motif [50]. Both BA5174 and BA1655 consist of a single alpha helical hairpin with
flexible ends (Figure 2d, [50]). BA5174 is a monomer and BA1655 forms a homodimer with
the two hairpins arranged in a head to tail orientation to form a four-helix bundle.

There are several indications that Spo0E may use a similar mechanistic strategy as CheZ and
CheX. Gln36 and Asp39 within the –SQELD- motif of BA5174 are separated by a single helical
turn in the middle of α2 with side chains projecting outwards towards solvent [50] (Figure 2d).
This arrangement is reminiscent of the catalytic surfaces of CheX [35] and CheZ [13], but with
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the acid and amide side chains in the opposite order in the primary sequence. Both the conserved
amide (glutamine) and acid (aspartate) residues are essential for optimal catalysis in B.
subtilis Spo0E [51] but interestingly, substitution of the Gln results in only partial loss of
activity whereas substitution of the Asp results in complete loss of activity, the converse to
what is observed with CheZ [13] and CheX [35]. Therefore, the acid (not the amide) residue
of Spo0E is proposed to interact with the hydrolytic water molecule, perhaps as a general base
[51]. If the acid is the key catalytic residue in Spo0E, that could also explain the phosphatase
activity of BA1655, which does not contain the conserved amide.

As described above, the CheX and CheZ phosphatases interact with their response regulator
substrates in different orientations depending on how many residues separate the conserved
acid/amide pair. In Spo0E, like CheX, the acid and amide are separated by two residues.
Therefore, the catalytic helix of Spo0E is predicted to align itself in the same orientation as the
CheX helix with respect to its response regulator. The Spo0E binding surface on the Spo0A
response regulator, probed by alanine scanning mutagenesis, contains similar secondary
structure elements as the CheY binding surfaces CheX [52]. If the Spo0E helix is oriented with
the same N→C directionality as CheX and CheZ, the acid residue would be in a position to
activate the water, as the biochemistry results suggest [51].

Rap phosphatases
The Rap (response regulator aspartyl phosphatase) family was originally identified by
demonstration of phosphatase activity towards the response regulator Spo0F by two
homologous B. subtilis sporulation suppressors, RapA and RapB [46]. The B. subtilis genome
encodes nine additional homologous proteins (designated RapC-RapK) but recent studies have
demonstrated functional variation within the family. Spo0F phosphatase activity has been
demonstrated for RapE [53] and RapH [54], which cluster with RapA and RapB in a
phylogenetic clade [54]. Other family members- RapC [55], RapF [56], RapG [57], RapH
[54], and RapK [58] associate with the DNA-binding effector domain of the ComA or DegU
response regulators and inhibit their abilities to regulate transcription. Interestingly, RapH
possesses both activities. Because the amino acid sequence motifs that signify phosphatase or
effector domain binding activity are not known, we cannot yet predict the function(s) of
uncharacterized Rap proteins.

It is not known whether the Rap proteins that possess Spo0F phosphatase activity operate with
a similar mechanism as CheC/CheX/FliY and CheZ. A conserved sequence motif that could
potentially interact with Spo0F similarly to the acid/amide pair used in catalysis by CheZ and
CheC/CheX/FliY has not been identified in Rap proteins. Although structures of Rap proteins
have not been determined, Rap sequences contain a tandem series of six tetratrico peptide
repeats (TPR) that are predicted to be highly helical [55,59,60]. The interaction surface on
Spo0F for RapB determined by alanine scanning mutagenesis [61] contains residues within
the β1α1, β3α3, β4α4 loops and the first few turns of α1, suggesting that RapB binds directly
to the surface of Spo0F that contains the phosphoryl group. Like CheX and CheZ, RapA and
B are homodimers in solution and each dimer binds two molecules of Spo0F [60].

The genes that encode many of the Rap proteins are transcriptionally coupled to an adjacent
gene that encodes a Phr pre-peptide that, in its mature pentapeptide form, has specific inhibitory
activity towards its partner Rap [62–64]. Interestingly, Phr peptides are able to inhibit Rap
proteins that possess phosphatase [53,64] or effector domain binding activity [55,56].
Competitive binding experiments indicate that PhrA and Spo0F compete for the same binding
surface on the RapA phosphatase [60]. Likewise, the PhrC [55]and PhrF [56] pentapeptides
bind directly to RapC and RapF, respectively, which inhibits their interaction with the effector
binding domain of ComA. However, the modes of interaction of the Phr pentapeptides with
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their cognate Rap proteins and the mechanisms of inhibition of both phosphatase and effector
domain activities have not yet been elucidated.

Conclusion
Co-crystal structures supported by biochemical functional analysis has been tremendously
informative in revealing catalytic mechanisms for the CheZ and CheC/CheX/FliY families of
response regulator phosphatases. Strikingly, the two classes, despite distinct overall structures,
use a virtually identical mechanism that is mediated by a conserved acid/amide pair. Analogous
characterization of representatives of the Spo0E and Rap families promise comparable levels
of detail and will inform us as to whether the acid/amide-mediated mechanism is broadly
conserved. Identification of cellular mechanisms for the regulation of response regulator
phosphatases and the structural basis for the regulation are areas of current investigation (Box
1). With several levels of regulation already established for the CheZ phosphatase, it is likely
that the activities of the other response regulator phosphatase families are also carefully
regulated within the cell.

Box 1

Current questions regarding response regulator phosphatases

• Is the catalytic mechanism used by CheZ and CheC/CheX/FliY families of
phosphatases-mediated by an acid/amide pair- also used by the Spo0E and Rap
families?

• What are other classes of response regulator phosphatases?

• What is the structural basis for the positive cooperativity displayed by CheZ?

• Are the activities of FliY, CheX or Spo0E phosphatases regulated? If so, how?

• How do Rap phosphatases bind Spo0F for dephosphorylation? How do Rap
phosphatases bind ComA or DegU for inhibition of DNA-binding? Are there
amino acid sequence motifs to predict which activities a Rap protein will possess?

• How do Phr pentapeptides inhibit the activity of Rap proteins?
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Figure 1.
Chemistry and catalysis of response regulator dephosphorylation. (a) The proposed
bipyramidal transition state for hydrolysis of the aspartyl phosphate group is shown in black
with partial bonds represented as dashed lines. Conserved groups proposed to catalyze response
regulator autodephosphorylation are green and stabilizing interactions (deduced from
structures of response regulators complexed with BeF3

−) are represented by red dashed lines.
(b) The same coloring scheme applies as in panel (a) but with the addition of conserved residues
(blue) provided by phosphatases within the CheZ and CheC/CheX/FliY families. The
conserved amide stimulates the reaction by direct interaction with the nucleophilic water
molecule thus orienting it for the in-line attack. In CheX-mediated dephosphorylation, a
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threonine residue on CheY (Thr81 in B. burgdorferi CheY3) also forms a hydrogen bond with
the attacking water molecule (not shown).
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Figure 2.
Structures of response regulator phosphatases and their active sites. (a) The E. coli
CheZ·CheY·BeF3

−·Mg2+ complex (pdb 1KMI) with the two chains of the CheZ dimer as light
orange and dark orange ribbons and the CheZ linkers sketched as dashed lines. CheY is in light
green ribbons. The CheZ catalytic surface is defined by conserved acid (Asp143, red sticks)
and amide (Gln147, blue sticks). BeF3

− is in black sticks. (b) B. burgdorferi
CheX·CheY·BeF3

−·Mg2+ (pdb 3HZH) with CheX (cyan ribbon) and CheY3 (green ribbon).
CheX conserved acid (Glu96, red) and amide (Asn99, blue) and BeF3

− (black) are in stick
representation. (c) Overlay of CheZ·CheY·BeF3

−·Mg2+ and CheX·CheY3·BeF3
−·Mg2+ active

sites. The catalytic helices of CheZ (light orange) and CheX (cyan) are shown as ribbons and
conserved CheX and CheZ residues are in sticks in the same color as the parent molecule.
Select CheY residues are in sticks with E. coli CheY (light green) and B. burgdorferi CheY3
(green). BeF3

− is yellow and purple. The ordered water molecule (‘Wat’) in the present
CheX·CheY3·BeF3

−· Mg2+ structure is a blue sphere and the red dashed line connects the water
to the beryllium atom, the predicted path of nucleophilic attack. Interactions revealed in the
crystal structures are gray dashed lines. (d) One of the 25 conformers in the NMR structure of
B. anthracis BA5174 (pdb 2C0S), a member of the Spo0E family. The Gln (blue) and Asp
(red) residues within the conserved (SQELD) motif are shown as sticks.
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